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A cooperation protocol has been signed between 
Eastern Mediterranean University (EMU) and 
Famagusta Municipality with the aim of updating 
the working and usage conditions of the Rauf Raif 
Denktaş Culture and Congress Center. The signing 
ceremony of the said protocol took place on 
Thursday, 7 September, 2023, at 09:00 a.m., at the 
EMU Board of Trustees’ Meeting Room. Present 
at the ceremony were Dr. Erdal Özcenk, the 
President of the EMU Board of Trustees, Prof. Dr. 
Aykut Hocanın, the Rector of EMU, Dr. Süleyman 
Uluçay, the Mayor of Famagusta, and Prof. Dr. 
Deniz İşçioğlu, EMU Vice Rector for Social and 
Cultural Affairs.

“Our Cooperation Will Always Continue”
During the signing ceremony, Prof. Dr. Aykut 
Hocanın, the Rector of EMU, mentioned that 
EMU has collaborated with the Famagusta 
Municipality in various fields, from environmental 
cleaning to resource sharing, and emphasized that 
the municipality has always supported the needs 
of EMU and its students. Underscoring that the 
cooperation between EMU and Gazimağusa 
Municipality will always continue, Prof. Dr. 
Hocanın also conveyed that the protocol will 
result in the finalization of the usage, pricing, 
and community service activities that EMU and 
Famagusta Municipality will conduct regarding 
the Rauf Raif Denktaş Culture and Congress 
Center, built with the support of the Republic of 
Turkey..

“Congratulations on the Protocol”
Dr. Erdal Özcenk, the President of the EMU Board 
of Trustees, stated that the protocol in question 
has been signed to update the working and usage 

conditions of the Rauf Raif Denktaş Culture and 
Congress Center to align with current standards. 
Dr. Özcenk noted that both EMU and Famagusta 
Municipality have the authority over the congress 
center, which was opened on 18 February, 2013, 
and has hosted many conferences and art-related 
events. Dr. Erdal Özcenk also emphasized that the 
Rauf Raif Denktaş Culture and Congress Center 
is a source of pride for Famagusta and thanked 
everyone involved in the protocol, wishing it 
success.

“We Are Proud to Be Collaborating with 
EMU”
Dr. Süleyman Uluçay, the Mayor of Gazimağusa, 
expressed gratitude on behalf of Famagusta 
Municipality and the people of Gazimağusa for the 
collaboration with Dr. Erdal Özcenk, the President 
of the EMU Board of Trustees, and Prof. Dr. Aykut 

Hocanın for their efforts and contributions to higher 
education. Dr. Uluçay highlighted that EMU is the 
country’s oldest and leading university in terms of 
quality and that Famagusta is the country’s second-
largest city, with the Rauf Raif Denktaş Culture 
and Congress Center being the largest congress 
center in the country. Dr. Süleyman Uluçay also 
stressed their pride in collaborating with EMU to 
operate the congress center and conveyed their 
gratitude for the significant contributions of the 
Republic of Turkey in establishing this facility. Dr. 
Uluçay thanked everyone involved in the protocol 
and emphasized that through cooperation, they 
will make this wonderful facility even more active. 
Following the speeches, the protocol was signed 
by Dr. Erdal Özcenk, President of the EMU Board 
of Trustees, and Dr. Süleyman Uluçay, Mayor of 
Famagusta.
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The 15th International Congress on Advances 
in Civil Engineering (ACE 2023), hosted by 
Eastern Mediterranean University (EMU), 
commenced on Wednesday, 6 September, 
2023, at 10:00 am with an opening ceremony 
held at the Rauf Raif Denktaş Culture and 
Congress Center Grand Hall. EMU has been 
hosting this international congress, attended 
by scientists from Europe, North Africa, the 
Middle East, the USA, Australia, and the Far 
East, and organized for 30 years, for the fourth 
time since 1993. The congress covers topics 
including Building Materials, Construction 
Management, Geotechnical, Hydraulic, 
Structural Design, Transportation, and Civil 
Engineering Education.

Participants from 37 Different Countries 
The opening ceremony of the congress was 
attended by EMU Rector Prof. Dr. Aykut 
Hocanın, Rauf Denktaş University Rector 
Prof. Dr. Hasan Ali Bıçak, EMU Vice Rector 
for Academic Affairs Prof. Dr. Hasan Demirel, 

EMU Vice Rector for Administrative and 
Technical Affairs Prof. Dr. Serhan Şensoy, 
Dean of the EMU Faculty of Engineering 
Prof. Dr. Hüseyin Özkaramanlı, President of 
the Cyprus Turkish Engineers and Architects 
Association - Civil Engineers Chamber 
Gürkan Yağcıoğlu, Head of the EMU 
Department of Civil Engineering Assoc. Prof. 
Dr. Eriş Uygar, and Prof. Dr. Umut Türker, 
faculty member of the EMU Department 
of Civil Engineering, and Prof. Dr. Özgür 
Eren, the co-chair of the congress, as well as 
many academics, bureaucrats, members of 
civil society organizations, researchers, and 
students from 37 different countries.

Congress Sponsors and Partner 
Universities 
The sponsors of the congress include EMU 
Rector’s Office, TRNC Central Bank, Boğaz 
Industry and Mining (BEM), Cyprus Turkish 
Engineers and Architects Association - 
Civil Engineers Chamber, Cyprus Turkish 

Contractors Association, Cyprus Turkish 
Hoteliers Association, Tüfekçi Group, Ekin 
Adademir Import & Export Company, Cyprus 
Turkish Cooperative Central Bank, EMU-
SEN, EMU-PERSEN, Deniz Plaza, EKOR, 
and Petek Patisserie.

Speaking at the opening ceremony of ACE 
2023, EMU Civil Engineering Department 
Faculty Member and Congress Chair Prof. Dr. 
Umut Türker stated that with the support of the 
Union of Chambers of Turkish Engineers and 
Architects - Chamber of Civil Engineers and 
Cyprus Turkish Chamber of Engineers and 
Architects - Chamber of Civil Engineers, ACE 
2023 has been organized by partner universities 
Boğaziçi University, EMU, METU, Karadeniz 
Technical University, Ege University, ITU, 
Yıldız Technical University, and informed the 
participants about the content of the congress.

“Thanks to Everyone Supporting the 
Congress” 
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Eriş Uygar, Head of the EMU 
Department of Civil Engineering, provided 
information about the establishment and 
history of the department. Assoc. Prof. Dr. 
Uygar announced that the prestigious ABET 
accreditation currently held by the EMU 
Department of Civil Engineering has been 
extended until September 2029 and informed 
the participants about the department’s 
community service activities. Assoc. Prof. Dr. 
Uygar emphasized the importance of hosting 
such significant international congresses for 
the university and department and expressed 
gratitude to the sponsors and all those 
supporting the congress.

“We Are in an Earthquake-Prone Area, 
Informing the Public about the Importance 
of Civil Engineering is Crucial” 
Gürkan Yağcıoğlu, President of the Cyprus 
Turkish Engineers and Architects Association 
- Civil Engineers Chamber and graduate of 
the EMU Department of Civil Engineering, 
emphasized that civil engineering is a universal 
profession that touches every aspect of life. He 
stated that the association collaborates with 
universities and the academic community 
in its efforts and highlighted that the TRNC 
is an earthquake-prone region, emphasizing 
the need for precautions to be taken before 
earthquakes occur. He also expressed hope that 
the work carried out would provide solutions 
in the short, medium, and long term.

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON ADVANCES IN 
CIVIL ENGINEERING HOSTED BY EMU COMMENCES
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CIVIL ENGINEERING HOSTED BY EMU COMMENCES

“Public Earthquake Panel Will Be 
Informative” 
Prof. Dr. Hüseyin Özkaramanlı, Dean of 
the EMU Faculty of Engineering, expressed 
their satisfaction with hosting a prestigious 
international congress like ACE 2023 and 
noted that the congress is progressing to 
become not only a regional but also one of the 
world’s most important congresses in the field 
of civil engineering. Prof. Dr. Özkaramanlı 
announced that a public earthquake panel will 
be held as part of the congress, which will be 
both informative and raise awareness about 
earthquakes in society.

“The Importance of Scientific Applications 
and Measurements Is Evident” 
EMU Rector Prof. Dr. Aykut Hocanin stated 
that ACE 2023, which has developed in the 
field of civil engineering since 1993 and has 
become one of the most important conferences 
on a global scale, fills EMU with pride. He 
emphasized that the recent earthquake in the 
Republic of Turkey has shown the importance 
of scientific applications and measurements, 
underlining the need to take timely measures to 

prevent disasters. Prof. Dr. Hocanin expressed 
hope that the results of the congress would 
contribute to the implementation of necessary 
measures with practical solutions among 
the general public, politicians, scientists, 
engineers, and researchers in the future.

After the opening speeches, at 11:15 am, Prof. 
Dr. Yasin Fahjan, one of the main speakers 
of the congress from ITU Department of 
Civil Engineering, delivered a speech titled 
“Earthquake Engineering.” in the Grand 
Hall. The first day of the congress ended after 
technical sessions held in the afternoon.

The congress continued on 7th and 8th of 
September with various technical panels, 
poster presentations and conferences of 
keynote speakers who are experts in the civil 
engineering field.

Public Earthquake Panel
As part of the congress, a free public earthquake 
panel was held on Friday, 8 September, 2023, 
at 13:30 at the Rauf Raif Denktaş Culture 

and Congress Center. The panel featured 
presentations in Turkish pertaining to research 
on the Kahramanmaraş earthquake, seismic 
activity on the island of Cyprus, and the 
earthquake resilience of the structures in the 
TRNC. Contributions to the panel was made 
by Prof. Dr. Yasin Fahjan, faculty member 
at ITU, Department of Civil Engineering 
and a specialist in earthquake engineering, 
Earthquake Engineering Specialist Assoc. 
Prof. Dr. Zehra Çağnan, faculty member at 
the Faculty of Engineering, Department of 
Engineering Sciences at METU and Prof. 
Dr. Serhan Şensoy, EMU Vice Rector for 
Administrative and Technical Affairs, who is 
also an expert in earthquake engineering. 

The session was chaired by Prof. Dr. Özgür 
Eren, academic staff member in EMU 
Department of Civil Engineering. The panel 
aimed to facilitate valuable information 
exchange among congress and panel 
participants through Q&A sessions, technical 
discussions, and brainstorming activities 
related to the presentation topics.
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Eastern Mediterranean University (EMU) 
Faculty of Communication, New Media and 
Communication Department’s Cyprus Mines 
Corporation (CMC) documentary qualified for 
the final in the 33rd Turkey Journalists’ Society 
(TJS) Aydın Doğan Young Communicators 
Competition.

In the highly participated competition, EMU 
New Media and Communication Department 
student Hatice Melisa Santürk and recent 
graduate of the EMU Cinema and TV 
Department Sadık Tevfik Kayrakçı advanced to 
the final with their documentary on CMC mine 
tailings. Santürk and Kayrakçı carried out the 
documentary project during the 2022 – 2023 
Academic Year. In the project carried out under 
the coordination of EMU Communication 
Faculty research assistant İbrahim Emre Sugel 
and within the scope of the workshop held 
with content creator Can Pürüzsüz, success of 
the students were appreciated. 18 universities 

are announced as finalists of the competition 
which was organized in 14 different categories 
in 5 main areas consisting of written, visual, 
audial and internet broadcasting. 

EMU New Media and Communication 
Department combines Social Benefit with 
its Projects
EMU New Media and Communication 
Department Chair and Project Advisor Prof. 
Dr. Metin Ersoy congratulated Hatice Melisa 
Santürk and Sadık Tevfik Kayrakçı for their 
achievement and emphasized the possible 
contributions of academia in the society. Prof. 
Dr. Ersoy continued his words by saying; “The 
success achieved by our students means that 
their hard work and tireless struggle are valued. 
This value reminded us that EMU New Media 
and Communication Department cooperates 
with the sector and that our curriculum is 
always dynamic. I congratulate all stakeholders 
who contributed and would like to give the 

good news that we will shed light on social 
problems with the projects we will carry out in 
the coming days”.

EMU Communication Faculty Stands Out 
with Its Quality of Education
EMU Communication Faculty Dean Prof. Dr. 
Senih Çavuşoğlu stated that the success shown 
in the TJS Aydın Doğan Young Communicators 
Competition, one of the leading competitions 
in the media industry, is an indicator of the 
quality of education. Dean Prof. Dr. Çavuşoğlu 
said, “The success of our students in such 
prestigious competitions is of great importance 
in terms of testing the accuracy of the education 
we provide and the work we do. The fact that 
our students are finalists made us proud as an 
institution and motivated all faculty members, 
especially our department’s New Media and 
Communication instructors. I congratulate 
our students who have achieved success in 
this process, as well as the faculty members 
who advise them, and wish them continued 
success”.

Finalists Meet with the Leading Names of 
the Sector
Due to the earthquake disaster of the century 
experienced at the beginning of the year, 
the award ceremony will not be held in the 
competition this year and the award winners 
will be announced by the Turkish Journalists 
Society and the Aydın Doğan Foundation 
after the 15th of September. According to 
the statement made by the Aydın Doğan 
Foundation, all students who made it to the 
finals of the competition this year will be paired 
with leading names of the sector such as Doğan 
Şentürk, Deniz Zeyrek, Ferhan Kaya Poroy 
through a mentoring system and will develop 
a project for earthquake awareness in the 
branches they won. In this way, it is aimed to 
create a valuable encouraging environment for 
young professionals of the profession who are 
successful in the competition, to practice their 
profession with the current communication 
codes and tools of the age and to get a head 
start on their careers. In addition, the project 
will contribute to keeping the social memory 
alive in order for life in the earthquake region 
to return to normal.

EMU FACULTY OF COMMUNICATION’S CMC DOCUMENTARY 
QUALIFIES FOR FINAL IN THE 33RD YOUNG 

COMMUNICATORS COMPETITION
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Prof. Dr. Mehmet Ali Özarslan, the Dean of 
the EMU Faculty of Arts and Sciences, and 
Prof. Dr. Nazım Mahmudov, the Chair of the 
EMU Department of Mathematics, represented 
the Eastern Mediterranean University as 
invited speakers and session chairs at the 6th 
International MICOPAM Conference held 
in Paris under the auspices of Universite 
d’Evry, affiliated with Universite Paris-Saclay, 
which is famous for hosting Nobel laureates 
and housing some of the world’s leading 
institutes in the field of genetics. Dr. İlkay 
Onbaşı Elidemir, Department of Mathematics 
academic staff member, and Ertan Akacan, 
Research Assistant in the Department of 
Mathematics, accompanied Prof. Dr. Özarslan 
and Prof. Dr. Mahmudov in the said event.

During the third day of the 6th International 
MICOPAM Conference, which had 100 
distinguished scientists in attendance, 
Prof. Dr. Özarslan presented on “On the 
approximation to fractional calculus operators 
with multivariate Mittag-Leffler function in the 
kernel,” while Prof. Dr. Mahmudov delivered 
a presentation titled “Discrete time mean-field 
optimal control problems: Stochastic maximum 
principle.” Noting that the conference was 
highly beneficial, both Prof. Dr. Özarslan and 
Prof. Dr. Mahmudov engaged in discussions 
with their colleagues at the conference and 
emphasized the importance of EMU faculty 
members being invited to participate in 
prestigious international conferences.

PROF. DR. ÖZARSLAN AND PROF. DR. MAHMUDOV 
REPRESENTED EMU AT AN INTERNATIONAL 

CONFERENCE AS INVITED SPEAKERS 
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The Dynamic Balance Scale Platform 
developed by the Eastern Mediterranean 
University (EMU) Health Sciences Faculty, 
Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation Department 
at low cost with the intention of contributing to 
many different areas got patent by the Republic 
of Turkey, Turkish Patent and Trademark Office 
following its application (ref. no. 2019/16422) 
to be patented. The patent application of the 
project was financed by EMU. The platform 
developed within the guidance of the patent 
applicant who is EMU Health Sciences 
Faculty, Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation 
Department academic staff member Assoc. 
Prof. Dr. Zehra Güçhan Topcu was carried out 
within the framework of a course taught at the 
department.

EMU Graduates in the Project Team
Especially to be handy in use with children, 
the platform can be used in various areas 
including health, sports, education and with 

different age groups. The platform, which 
has the ability to form into different shapes 
with its different floors, will also be beneficial 
in field studies. Apart from Assoc. Prof. Dr. 
Zehra Güçhan Topcu, EMU Physiotherapy and 
Rehabilitation Department Undergraduate and 

Postgraduate Program graduates and Specialist 
Physiotherapists Erdoğan Çetintaş, Hatice 
Hacıküçük, Hayriye Tomaç and Tuğba Obuz 
as well as Undergraduate Program graduate 
Physiotherapist Nazan Şeker participated in 
the project. 

Eastern Mediterranean University (EMU) 
Faculty of Health Sciences, Department of 
Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation academic 
staff member and the President of EMU - 
Healthy Living Practice and Research Center 
(EMU - SAYMER) Assoc. Prof.  Dr. Ender 
Angın released a message on the occasion of 
8 September World Physiotherapy Day. In her 
message, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Angın expressed 
the following: “The World Confederation 
for Physical Therapy officially designated 
September 8th as ‘World Physiotherapy Day’ in 

1996, marking the confederation’s first official 
meeting date. The World Physiotherapy Day is 
observed each year on 8 September with various 
activities held in many parts of the world. This 
year, the World Physiotherapy Association has 
announced a special focus on arthritis (joint 
inflammation), an important topic in the field 
of physiotherapy and rehabilitation. It has been 
emphasized that particular attention will be 
given to various types of inflammatory arthritis, 
including rheumatoid arthritis and axial 
spondyloarthritis (a rheumatic disease affecting 
the spine) in the context of arthritis. Arthritis, 
which is the theme for 2023, is a group of 
diseases that can be acute or chronic, affecting 
individuals of all age groups. These diseases 
can lead to limitations in joint mobility and 
cause pain, significantly reducing the quality 
of life. Physiotherapists can assist individuals 
at all stages of the disease by utilizing various 
physiotherapy and rehabilitation methods to 
alleviate these symptoms.

EMU - SAYMER, operating under the Faculty 
of Health Sciences, has been providing 
quality healthcare services since it officially 
took office in March 2016. The center, which 

is committed to improving public health 
and providing student education, continues 
to develop by adhering to the principles of 
staying updated with innovations in the field of 
healthcare. With its fully equipped laboratories 
and expert staff, the center plays a vital role in 
improving the physical and functional abilities 
of individuals who have experienced injuries, 
illnesses, or disabilities. Physiotherapists, 
as members of a multidisciplinary team, use 
evidence-based methods to assist individuals 
in maintaining, improving, or recovering their 
maximum movement and functional abilities. 
Within EMU SAYMER, physiotherapy and 
rehabilitation services are offered under the 
guidance of expert physiotherapists who 
employ contemporary methods. Both the 
public and physiotherapy graduates benefit 
from the physiotherapy and rehabilitation 
services offered at EMU SAYMER.

On behalf of the EMU Faculty of Health 
Sciences, Department of Physiotherapy and 
Rehabilitation and EMU - SAYMER, we 
extend our best wishes to all physiotherapists 
on the occasion of the ‘World Physiotherapy 
Day’.

EMU HEALTH SCIENCES FACULTY’S 
DYNAMIC BALANCE SCALE PLATFORM GETS PATENT

EMU FACULTY OF HEALTH SCIENCES’ MESSAGE 
ON 8 SEPTEMBER WORLD PHYSIOTHERAPY DAY 
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Organized by the Eastern Mediterranean University (EMU) 
Social and Cultural Activities Directorate at the beginning 
of each academic semester, with the aim of supporting 
the integration, welcoming and placement process of 
the newly registered students, Eastern Mediterranean 
University’s 26th Orientation Days are about to commence 
on 11 September 2023. Various activities will also be held 
within the scope of EMU 25th Spring Orientation Days, 
which will be held between 11 and 29 September 2023. 

Within the scope of the EMU Orientation Days program, to 
be held under the communication
sponsorship of North Cyprus Turkcell, new students will 
be provided with the opportunity to settle in the dormitories 
at EMU follwing their arrival in the Turkish Republic of 
Northern Cyprus (TRNC) between 11 and 29 September 
2023. Information desks will be set up for students in 
front of the Social and Cultural Activities Directorate, the 
Registrar’s Office and the Foreign Languages and English 
Preparatory School. Students will be able to access all the 
information they need by applying to these desks. The 

first stage of the English Proficiency Exam will be held on 
Monday, 18 September 2023, and the second stage will be 
held on Tuesday, 19 September, 2023. Ring bus services 
will be organized from the dormitories area and EMU-2 
Dormitory to the EMU Foreign Languages and English 
Preparatory School to ease the transportation of students 
to the exam venue.

Life in Northern Cyprus Seminar 
Orientation Days will feature a seminar on Friday, 22 
September, 2023 at 10:30 at EMU Activity Center Hall, 
where the topic of “Life in the Northern Cyprus” will be 
covered by the Police General Directorate. On Thursday, 
28 September 2023, EMU Psychological Counseling, 
Guidance and Research Center (EMU PDRAM) Chair 
Dr. Psy. Fatoş Özeylem will also hold a seminar titled 
“Adapting to University Life” at 10:00 at EMU Activity 
Center Hall. 

Campus Tours and Various Activities to be Organized
For new students, campus tours will be organized on 

Tuesday, September 26, 2023, at 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 
p.m. The campus tours will start in front of the Social and 
Cultural Activities Directorate building. In addition, from 
September 15 to September 28, 2023, cinema screenings, 
karaoke nights, and recreational activities will be held in 
front of EMU-2 Dormitory for students daily at 8:00 p.m.

Welcoming Night
The EMU Social and Cultural Activities Directorate 
will host a Welcoming Night exclusively for new EMU 
students on Friday, 29 September, 2023, at 7:30 p.m., at 
the EMU Atatürk Square. During the event, introductions 
to over 100 student clubs that students can join based on 
their interests, faculties, and schools will be provided. 
All student parents are also invited to the Welcome Night 
event, where Cypriot food and drinks will be served. 
Additionally, the event will feature a traditional Cypriot 
folk dance performances. EMU’s 26th Spring Semester 
Orientation Days aim to prepare new students for the start 
of the 2023-2024 Academic Year Fall Semester in the best 
possible way.

EMU’S 26TH ORIENTATION DAYS COMMENCING

HOS
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The results of the Test of Legal English 
Skills (TOLES), a globally-recognised test 
which measures candidates’ legal English 
skills, have been announced. According to 
the results, candidates who successfully 
completed the TOLES training organised with 
the collaboration of the Eastern Mediterranean 
University Faculty of Law, EMU Foreign 
Languages and English Preparatory School, 
EMU Continuing Education Center (EMU-
CEC), and participated in the exam achieved 
high scores, thereby earning the right to receive 
a TOLES Certificate.

In the exam, which is calculated out of 100 
points, the highest scores were obtained by 
Berk Suphi Baltacı with 90 points, Kayrahan 
Hekimoğlu with 88 points, Besime Sekuçoğlu 
and Asya Akmansoy with 86 points, Berk 
Çetinbaş with 85 points, and Furkan Ediç with 
84 points. Most candidates received scores 
within the range of 61-80 points, qualifying 
them for the TOLES Certificate, while only 
one candidate scored below 41 points, resulting 
in an invalid score.

EMU-CEC Accepts Applications for 
TOLES Courses 
The TOLES Exam provides candidates with job 
opportunities both locally and internationally. 
The exam is taken by lawyers and translators 
working in the Turkish Republic of Northern 
Cyprus (TRNC) and the Republic of Turkey. 
Peril S. Emiroğluları, who coordinates the 

preparation course for the TOLES exam, noted 
that the TOLES exam is held five times a year 
and interested candidates can find the current 
exam dates on the www.toleslegal.com 
website. Registration for the TOLES exam 
is carried out via EMU-CEC. For detailed 
information, interested candidates can contact 
dausem@emu.edu.tr via email.

EMU’S SUCCESS IN TOLES

http://www.toleslegal.com
mailto:dausem%40emu.edu.tr?subject=
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